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How to Avoid Sensitivity When Whitening      
            

Everyone wants whiter teeth but no one
wants to go through the pain. GLO
Science uses technology expertly
designed to avoid sensitivity so that all of
your patients can get the smile of their
dreams without the fear of discomfort.
Still, it's up to you as their trusted dental
professional to take certain steps to
make the whitening experiences as
comfortable as possible, especially for
patients who are prone to sensitivity.
Follow these guidelines and protocols so
even your most sensitive patients can experience great results without sensitivity during and
after their GLO whitening treatments.

1. OTC Anti-inflammatories

If your patient is concerned about sensitivity, suggest taking an over-the-counter anti-
inflammatory (like ibuprofen or naproxen) for 24 hours after their whitening treatment. There
is no need to pre-treat for sensitivity with GLO whitening products. 

2. Proper gingival barrier placement 

To ensure patient comfort during chairside whitening, the gingival barrier must be applied
correctly. The barrier adds an extra layer of protection that prevents the whitening gel from
making contact with sensitive soft tissues in the mouth, which is what causes pain. It is
especially important to cover the incisal edge, because this area is especially prone to
sensitivity. More detailed instructions about gingival barrier placement are included in
our step-by-step chairside whitening guide.  

3. Adjust the concentration 

Every whitening appointment should include asking the patient whether they have a history
of sensitivity. If they do, use GLO's 24% hydrogen peroxide chairside whitening formulation
rather than 30% and complete only 2-3 eight-minute passes. Even if the patient feels "OK"
after 2-3 passes and wants more, it's a good idea to quit while you're ahead and stop the
treatment there to ensure that sensitivity does not ensue. The patient can then continue
whitening at home with their GLO Professional Take Home kit after taking a break for a day
or two.

4. Apply clear fluoride varnish post-whitening

http://www.glosciencepro.com/
http://files.constantcontact.com/2d33c7de501/82eaf981-0587-401a-a10b-f4f2e0c3a28b.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gAaASoZFVK0


Varnish will help reduce post-treatment sensitivity. However, varnish should not be applied
before the whitening procedure as it may interfere with the whitening process within the
tooth.

Sensitivity & Young Patients

 Any patient with all adult dentition can be a whitening patient. Young patients (14-20 years of
age) have larger pulp chambers, and may therefore be more prone to sensitivity. For these
patients, select the 24% H2O2 whitening gel (rather than 30%) and complete only 2-3
passes, instead of the standard four recommended for typical patients.

Review the GLO step-by-step chairside whitening guide, which includes protocols
for sensitive patients

Watch Larry Cohen, Benco's Chief Customer
Advocate, Experience GLO

Time for Prom Whitening Specials

Dress, shoes, hair, limo, flowers....Prom
season is around the corner and your
patients are getting ready. Make sure they
don't forget to include WHITENING on their
prom prep lists. 

We have a whole series of prom ads ready
for you in our Resource Portal at
glosciencepro.com (Ads > Special
Occasion > Prom). Start advertising your
GLO Whitening Prom Specials today! 

Access the GLO Pro Resource Portal
HERE (password gloscience)

http://files.constantcontact.com/2d33c7de501/cfacf9f6-c3d5-4c3f-812d-0dab7a25dabb.pdf
https://glosciencepro.com/pages/downloads


GLO practice of the month

Andrew P. Galante, DMD
Family & Cosmetic Dentistry
Warren, NJ

"My name is Anne and I work for  Dr.
Andrew Galante in Warren, NJ.  We have
been using GLO in our practice sincelast
year and I absolutely love it.  Iwas looking
for a new system because I was not happy
with the results of ourprior system.  With
GLO, I have seenamazing results with both
the chairside method and take home kit.  My
patients love what they see and that it’spain
free. GLO is quick, it’s hip, and Ihave total
confidence in recommending it to all my
patients."  

Learn more about...

GLO Science PRO TO GO

The perfect solution for stain-removal and on-the-go whitening, anywhere, any time!   

Specially formulated for a gentle, even, and easy whitening and stain removal experience,
Pro to Go is great for younger patients (ages 14-21) and those with sensitivity.   

                       Just Brush On -- No Strips -- No Trays -- No Sensitivity  
      

Order through your GLO distributor rep or GLO
Science rep at 855.7.GLOPRO TODAY!

#getgloing #gloprofessional



 GLO Science, Inc.
 https://glosciencepro.com

info@gloscience.com
10 West 37th Street, Suite 1001 

 New York, NY 10018 

Want to appear as a featured GLO office
through GLO social media? Send us
pictures of your team GLOing and share
how you are building your whitening
practice!
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